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Abstract 
In this paper, the price fluctuations of Bitcoin under speculative environment is studied. It 

has been seen that the market trend points out an existence of a speculative bubble. Over 

the course of the period from 2014 to 2018, the trend in price movements of bitcoin has 

proved to be strongly speculative. In that regard, investors might be curious about what 

drivers might be instrumental in these speculative price changes.  After reviewing of NPV, it 

was seen that NPV is not applicable to the case of cryptocurrencies due to their nature and 

lack of free cash flows to base the asset valuation to some fundamental facts. Later, LPPL 

model is reviewed, however, that also proved to be insufficient since it does not reflect the 

investor speculations and inform much about price dynamics regarding behavioral finance 

principles. Then, some papers from the past price fluctuations of bitcoin (for the period from 

2010 to 2013) was reviewed and three key variables were determined which might explain 

price movements. Public interest towards Bitcoin as interest-driven, regulatory and political 

news about cryptocurrencies as event-driven and VIX as overall investor approach to Bitcoin 

market have been taken. After running regressions, the only significant variable happened to 

be public interest and popularity of Bitcoin. Although, for some cases, VIX variable also 

explain price fluctuations for some intervals, in none of the cases event-driven variable has 

long- terms effect on price fluctuations under speculative environment. Lastly, a robustness 

test is also handled considering the “weekend effect” and it has been seen public interest 

variable again proved to be a significant price determinant. 

Keywords: bitcoin, speculation, weekend-effect, bitcoin price drivers, LPPL, GoTrend, VIX, 

speculative bubbles, bitcoin price movements, volatility in cryptocurrency market 
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Chapter 1 ∙ Introduction 

1.1 Background 

"It seems like the dotcom bubble all over again, or the housing bubble all over again." That is 

Robert Shiller, the Nobel Prize-winning Yale economist when he was asked in an interview 

what he thinks about the crypto-currency market and skyrocketing valuations of bitcoin and 

its myriad clones (Shiller, 2017). Considering the history of financial markets, one might 

evidently claim that bubbles, crashes, and financial crises have all been recurring 

phenomena. So, why not learn from the mistakes or bitter experiences of the past? The tulip 

and bulb craze, the South Sea bubble, The Wall Street crash of 1929, dot-com bubble of the 

late 1990s, and lastly housing bubble and credit crisis in the US in 2007, they all led to the 

most intriguing bubbles of the history and financial crises in the end. Although all these 

bubbles were of various sectors, the pattern of the bubbles’ life-cycle had dramatically 

similar characteristics. The aim of this thesis is to investigate the characteristics of the 

speculative cryptocurrency bubble by applying the learnings from the earlier similar bubbles 

to that of cryptocurrencies. 

A pseudonymous computer scientist called Satoshi Nakamoto proposed bitcoin for the first 

time in 2008. The main purpose of this digital currency has been to use it as means of 

exchange, independent of any central authority. By encrypting every single bitcoin with 

advanced mathematical principles, secure electronic transactions are ensured by 

cryptocurrency miners. Although it is a legit usage, any digital cryptocurrency might usually 

be called as ‘Bitcoin’ among the traders since Bitcoin is the first cryptocurrency with the 

highest amount of market capital 194 billion dollars in the market in February 2018. 

However, in the market, there are as many as 1384 different cryptocurrencies as of the start 

of 2018 with different names (‘Ethereum’, ‘Ripple’, ‘Litecoin’…) and constantly new ones 

are created. Especially, massive fluctuations in the prices of all cryptocurrencies have no 

doubt kept attention. In 2008, when bitcoin was first introduced, its price was below 1 

dollar. Growing slowly in a usual trend, its price hit 1000 dollar in February 2017 for the first 

time. Until August 2017, its price quadrupled in a short interval keeping global attention. 

Later, just in 4 months, until December its price quadrupled again with a very unusual 
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exponential growth. Most of the other digital currencies in the market has followed the 

same trend as well (coindesk.com, 2018). In the context of “bubble phenomenon”, the 

surges in the cryptocurrency market has awakened a variety of strong claims that it is 

another bubble to keep an eye (Alessandretti, Kandler, Pastor-Satorras & Baronchelli, 2017). 

  

 

 

Many economists have agreed upon economic bubbles, crashes, and crises are the inevitable 

consequences of the capitalist system. Marx (1867) argued the looming crises are always 

attributable to the ‘contradictions’ within the capitalist system itself, and these 

contradictions would evolve to be more complex and acute as the so-called capitalist system 

grows. He was of the belief these crises are the ultimate failure in the capitalist system. No 

doubt, considering the innovations and developments in the technology, the capitalist 

system would give birth to new bubbles just like cryptocurrency bubble. Schumpeter’s view 

of the world (1942) made crucial contributions to Marx’s theories about market crashes and 

economic crises. He rather defended the idea that market crashes and crises are necessary 

components of technologically evolving economies for the well-being of economies in the 

long-term. It is the way capitalism reinvent itself paving way for more sophisticated and 

efficient economic systems. Schumpeter’s (1942) ‘creative destruction’ states an innovative 

technology renders the old one obsolete. The obsolescence here stands for the inevitable 

market crashes and, in turn, crises to shape the economy all over again. Disruptive 

innovations created by these creative destructions are the true engine of paradigm shifts 

Figure 2, Market Shares of Top 5 Cryptocurrencies, 
 Source: own figure 

Figure 1, Top 5 Market Capitalization (billions) for February 2018, 
Source: own figure 
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and constructive revolutions in economies. Eventually, they generate more aggregated 

prosperity.  

Valuations of various digital crypto-currencies are carried out on the basic principle of 

demand-supply pricing system (more efficient and robust now, thanks to sophisticated 

programming algorithms) and can be traded against many physical currencies. Due to 

complications such as the lack of intrinsic value and regulations in the crypto-currency 

market, crypto-currencies tend to show higher levels of volatility than other hard currencies. 

This situation proves it is more susceptible to speculation and, in turn, speculative bubbles 

(Grinberg, 2011). 

In the economics discipline, the consensus regarding the traditional definition of money 

requires three major desirable properties: (i) it serves as a medium of exchange, (ii) it is used 

as a unit of account, (iii) it stores value. Throughout the history of economics, money has 

been an indication of political power. They were of representation of some intrinsic value 

(coins were minted from precious metals) in the beginning. The Later stage was the era of 

paper money; the value of money has been printed in paper bank notes. The representative 

banknote value was linked to the associated value of gold stored and guarded in central 

bank vaults though. It has always been governments which use their political power to 

regulate and impose the use of money within their territories as legal tender for three 

properties of money for the economy. Then abandoning gold standard took place in 1971 

and for the first time, a currency's value (not depending on its content or intrinsic value) has 

been determined only by its economy's ‘health' and the consequences of monetary policies 

in the macro-level. (Bariviera, Basgall, Hasperué, Naiouf, 2017).  

On the other hand, crypto-currencies steps in as an innovative tradable “virtual asset”. Its 

accreditation is given by the anonymity of internet instead of nation-states, or central banks. 

In that sense, it is decentralized, and transaction fees are minimal since there is no third-

party agent like banks. On top of that, blockchain technology is the underlying mechanism 

that keeps tracks of all the past transactions in a secure and verifiable way under the 

provision of the miners (programmers maintaining the system). Authors of “Blockchain 

Revolution” Don & Alex Tapscott (2016) described it “the blockchain is an incorruptible 
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digital ledger of economic transactions that can be programmed to record not just financial 

transactions but virtually everything of value”. 

Figure 3, Blockchain Mechanism 
 source: https://blockgeeks.com/guides/what-is-blockchain-technology/ 

1.2 Problem 

By the current situation of Bitcoin, it is hard to implement prevailing financial principles onto 

bitcoin. Especially, the absence of the associated interest rate to loans/deposits in the 

bitcoin repositories makes it challenging to study the underlying price behavior. Net Present 

Value theory is not possible to implement given that there are no cash flows. To determine 

precise discount rates is of a severe struggle because of the unpredictably high volatility. 

Also, although it is not illegal to use in many countries, the legal aspects of Bitcoin are also 

under query for many nation states (Bariviera, Basgall, Hasperué, Naiouf, 2017).  

One of the most prominent investment theories which contributed to the foundational basis 

of financial markets is the efficient-market hypothesis (EMH) developed by Eugene Fama in 

1965. He says that a market is informationally efficient if it “fully reflect all available 

information”. In this case, it is not possible to outperform or “beat the market”. 

Furthermore, according to the theory, the presence of market efficiency leads to assets’ 
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prices reflecting all available information and, in turn, fair valuation of the assets. In other 

words, in the liquid markets, prices determined for the assets always represent the best 

estimations of the intrinsic value of the assets. Furthermore, only the market fundamentals 

are instrumental in driving the prices. In this case, market crashes are only attributable to 

the exogeneous factors (Fama, 1965). 

Given that, the price movements under bubble behavior might be the result of many factors 

in the market. Considering some accredited definitions of speculative bubbles, some markets 

saw human behavior as the underlying engine inflating the bubbles in the past. Therefore, 

obviously, the efficient-market hypothesis is in contradiction with speculative bubbles by its 

nature considering the dramatic price fluctuations under speculative market behavior.  

To be able to understand drivers of speculative price movements in bitcoin market is a 

challenging task. Although there were past studies, there is a need for a new study 

considering the substantial fluctuations over the period of 2014-2018.  

1.3 Purpose of the Study 

This paper’s main goal is to investigate bitcoin price drivers under speculative market 

behavior for the period of August 2014 to May 2018. A regression model will be employed 

which reckons with three factors as the key drivers of speculative price movements; public 

interest to bitcoin which spells with interest-driven variable, volatility in traditional markets 

which explains investors’ expectations, political and regulatory news’ effect which depicts 

event-driven variable on Bitcoin. Since it is a challenging task to pinpoint exact factors, 

analyses and results in this paper might help researchers to better understand theories 

hovering around the financial speculative bubbles history which are mostly related to 

behavioral finance. Hence, the future studies in this field can be inspired by this research 

regarding the usefulness of this model.  

The hypothesis in this study is; 

Speculative bitcoin prices are strongly driven by three key factors; popularity among 

investors, political or regulatory events, and the investor expectations in the markets. 
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Since the ease to access to bitcoin through online markets, whenever there is a peak in 

public interest, investors engage in bitcoin-related queries in the foremost searching engine, 

Google. So, the numbers of weekly searches for the keyword “bitcoin” is a significant gauge 

to see the public interest for bitcoin. As political and regulatory news and events about 

bitcoin, all the important political/regulatory incidents that might affect cryptocurrency 

market will be investigated. Depending on the state of the circumstances, a categorical 

variable will represent this factor. Lastly, when bitcoin treated as an alternative investment 

asset, low historical returns or low gain expectations from traditional markets (like gold or 

traditional exchange markets) might prompt investors to alternative markets like crypto-

currency markets. In this regard, Chicago Board of Exchange Volatility Index will be taken to 

prove the hypothesis. 

Also, in addition to the main research topic, in this paper, such questions will be discussed in 

the literature review 

 What are the key differences between Cryptocurrency market and Stock Market? 

 How to define an economic bubble, what are the definitions of an economic bubble in 

the past literature? 

 What gauge/metrics/measures (key factors) will be used to analyze the bitcoin price 

movements? 

1.4 Delimitations 

Considering the first-time bitcoin has been introduced in 2009, the first considerable 

fluctuation in its price has been observed in 2013. However, it is not even close in severity to 

the fluctuations seen in the 2017-2018 period. Therefore, considering the scale difference of 

price movements in two periods, they must be studied separately. In this paper, the price 

movements of September 2014 onwards will be investigated. Historical data for this study 

will be in the time interval from September 2014 to March 2018. 

In this paper, data is of weekly frequency. Weekly closing prices of bitcoin and weekly 

volatility indexes for traditional investment markets are taken. In that sense, some other 

researches might engage in a deeper investigation with higher frequencies of data in the 

future.  
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Bitcoin is not only the oldest but also the most common one. As of this study’s start date, its 

market capitalization is by far the highest and daily trading volume is massive compared to 

others. Given these facts, Bitcoin will be the representative for the rest of the 

cryptocurrencies since it is considered the most prominent and commonly used one. 

Therefore, in this paper other cryptocurrencies will not be investigated. Later, one might 

engage in a similar research with other crypto-currencies or even with an index that depicts 

the whole cryptocurrency market. 

1.5 Procedure 

This study is a quantitative research to have a better understanding of crypto-currency 

speculative bitcoin price drivers. Firstly, some empirical analyses and findings of the three 

key drivers will be discussed. Then, an OLS regression estimation will be employed. With the 

aim of minimizing the sum of squared errors, the best fit lines will be obtained.   

1.6 Disposition 

In chapter 2, relevant literature review will be made; the difference between a traditional 

financial market (stock market) and cryptocurrency market, legitimate definitions of 

bubbles, and bubble life-cycle. Then, some methods that were used to understand price 

drivers and dynamics will be explained and discussed. Later, in chapter 3, empirical findings 

will be presented and the study will inform about the three key metrics that might have an 

influence on the prices of bitcoin. Finally, regression model will be employed to have a 

better understanding of the cryptocurrency market dynamics.  
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Chapter 2 ∙ Literature Review 

2.1 Comparison between Cryptocurrency and Stock Markets 

Before engaging in deep analyses about bitcoin price dynamics, to shed light differences in 

cryptocurrency and an example of traditional market (stock market preferably) 

characteristics may help the reader to understand why there is a need for such study. Some 

facts are as follows: 

1. While stocks are usually traded within the countries they are incorporated,  

cryptocurrencies are of universal reach attracting much more investors worldwide. 

2. While the stock markets backed by banks and governments, cryptocurrency markets are 

decentralized and there is no central governance; there are no-regulations (or very 

limited) in cryptocurrency market, blockchain is the mechanism undertaking the roles 

entitled by centralization. The fact that it is not centralized is a source of concern for 

investors. In turn, this situation contributes to higher volatility rates since investors do 

not take cryptocurrency market as safe as a stock market which is backed by firm 

regulations ruled by the governments and banks (Shehhi and Oudah, 2014).  

3. Stock markets are more resistant to market manipulations compared to cryptocurrency 

markets since it is regulated. For the individuals who aim at speculating the prices 

periodically in the presence of FUD (Fear, Uncertainty, Doubt) phenomenon, 

cryptocurrency market is a better playground for them (Forbes, 2018). 

4. In stock markets, the investors spend some portion of their investment to stock market 

charges; brokerage charges, taxes, transaction costs, and transfer fees. On the other 

hand, in cryptocurrency markets, these costs are either non-existent or minimal. This 

case might be more appealing to investors, in turn leading to relatively more turbulence 

in the market (Shehhi and Oudah, 2014). 

5. One of the key distinctions between stock market and cryptocurrency market is the 

difference in their profit & loss-making margins. Investors need to be patient for making 

profits with stocks, it is usually a slow process of months or even years. In contrast to 

that, investors aiming for gains in shorter periods might opt for potentially swifter 

cryptocurrency trading. This case is thanks to the volatile nature of cryptocurrency 
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market and it may also result in higher losses due to same reason (Elendner &Trimborn, 

2016).     

6. There is a limited supply of Bitcoins and other cryptocurrencies. Bitcoin algorithmic 

mining will be stopped once there are 21 million bitcoins in the market. In the case of 

stocks, the number of stocks is infinite, and they can be issued any time by the company 

under corporate finance rules. According to the supply-demand principle, the case of 

supplies being limited results in demands exceeding supplies at some time in the future 

for sure. In turn, the asset prices continuously increase. This situation might prompt 

investors more into buying the cryptocurrencies with prospects of higher returns in the 

future (Elendner &Trimborn, 2016).     

In conclusion, as it is seen above, the novelty in cryptocurrencies bring about new paradigms 

in the asset trading mostly based on behavioral finance principles. Innovation in 

cryptocurrency market spell with more complexity when it comes to understanding drivers 

of speculations in this market. In this case, there is a need for a study which also considers 

the speculative nature of bitcoin.  

2.2 What are Bubbles, Crashes, and Crises 

Throughout the history of speculative bubbles, there have been numerous studies by the 

foremost economists regarding a speculative asset bubble’s definition observing bubbles 

from various industries. As the most basic and concise description, a bubble is ‘an upward 

price movement over an extended range that then implodes’ (Kindelberger, 1978). Then, 

Eatwell and his colleagues (1987) improves this definition; a bubble is a steep increase in the 

price of an asset or a group of assets in the associated market in a continuous process with 

the initial surge fueling expectations of further rise attracting new investors. In this definition 

investors are speculators who are solely “interested in profits from trading in the asset 

rather than its use or earnings capacity”. They are the main actors in the creation of bubbles 

and bursts (Eatwell, Milgate, and Newman, 1987). 

As Garber (2000) explains; a bubble is the most likely to exist when the price of an asset 

diverges systematically from the rational reflections of its true worth based on market 

fundamentals. Considering ‘fundamentals’, it has been theoretically the main valuation 
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engine of an asset based on cash flows, discount factors, performance (derived from reviews 

from the balance sheet of its company) of the asset in its associated market (Garber, 2000). 

Fundamentals are a reliable source for giving insights for the long-term equilibrium in prices 

but allows random shocks to influence the price in the short-term. Under this assertion, a 

speculative bubble happens when the price of the asset is not equal to its market 

fundamentals over the course of the associated interval for reasons other than random 

shocks. Exponentially growing prices over a relatively brief period are unjustified and almost 

impossible to attribute to the ‘fundamentals’ or random shocks. Furthermore, Rosser also 

mentioned ‘the most fundamental problem is determining what is 'fundamental’ (Rosser, 

2000). This shows how challenging it is to acknowledge the presence of speculative bubbles.  

 Siegel (2003) has proposed the operational definition of asset bubbles: 

“a period of rising (or falling) prices in an asset can be described as a bubble (or negative 

bubble) at time t if it can be shown that the realized return of the asset over a given future 

time period, that time period defined by the duration of the asset, can be shown to be 

inconsistent, i.e., more than two standard deviations from the expected return, given the 

historical risk and return characteristics of that asset at time t.” (Siegel, 2003) 

In short, to be able to spot and identify a bubble, one should wait an adequate deal of time 

to see what future plays out. Assuming that this period of time is reached if the realized 

asset return exceeds two standard deviations in addition to the expected return, it is 

confirmed that there is an asset bubble. According to the nature of this definition, it is not 

possible to know if there was a bubble or not right after a sharp decline in price (Siegel, 

2003). Siegel, in his study, implemented this definition to the real price index for equities 

with weekly frequency over the period of 25-30 years (from 1871 to 2001).   However, in the 

case of Bitcoin, this definition is very difficult to implement to detect if there is a bubble in 

bitcoin. First, it is an unprecedented and unusual way for a medium of exchange, and it has 

been in the market for less than 10 years. Until 2014, there is not that much of high 

volatility, the prices were stagnant. Under this condition, it is not possible to calculate the 

historical risk for bitcoin based on forward-looking realized returns and internal rate of 

return.  
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Figure 4, Implementation of Siegel’s operational definition for detection of bubbles 
Source: What is an Asset Bubble? J. Siegel (2003) 

Keynes (1930) stated that if an asset is more liquid than another one, then “it is more 

certainly realizable at short notice without loss”. This statement suggests that the level of 

liquidity can be measured through two aspects: the risk level of the asset (“more certainly 

realizable”) and the capability of the market to absorb the high volumes of sale without any 

substantial changes in price (“realizable at short notice without loss”). Moreover, Yamey  

(1989) mentioned that there is a relation between the absorptive capacity of a market and 

the volume of the trade. Buying and selling transactions of an asset are impactful on price in 

case investors engage in high volumes of transactions on a continuous base. The speculators 

called “floor traders” makes the market more attractive with high volumes of transaction. 

This case brings about trading volume and absorptive capacity of the market triggers each 

other. In turn, a formation of positive feedback happens. In short, more speculators engage 

in active trade and more of active trade attracts speculators (Yamey, 1989). In the case of 

Bitcoin, it can be seen in the figure below, at times of high volatility as of 2014, there have 

been relatively much higher volumes of transaction. 
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Figure 5, The Volume of Daily Confirmed Bitcoin Transactions 
 Source: blockchain.info 

Once the presence of an apparent bubble is confirmed though, the main driving factor of the 

prices becomes emotional investing or, with more public name, ‘get-rich-quick mania’. 

Siegel (2003) has named these investors with this mentality as ‘momentum’ investors whose 

mere purpose is to sell the assets at higher prices in the shortest period. Like a snowball 

effect, the price goes up as long as more people see the continuous surge in the price and 

buy more just until the panic selling takes over. Then, the inevitable end hits and the price 

plummet as all the investors start selling their assets at the same time.  Sir Isaac Newton 

once said, “I can calculate motions of the heavenly bodies, but not the madness of the 

people” to better emphasize the human behavior’s role in the creation of speculative 

bubbles over ‘fundamentals’ or random shocks in the market. 

When it comes to endogenous market movements, it is a significant issue to distinguish it 

from exogenous market movements to understand speculative bubbles better. According to 

Johansen and Sornette (2010), exogenous market movements are results of external shocks 

that might be resulted from political and macroeconomic factors. For instance, in December 

2014, the Russian stock market declined over 20% partly due to sharp fall in oil prices 

worldwide and partly because of Europe implementing economic sanctions to Russia after 

Crime annexation. In that sense, considering the unpredictability in macroeconomics and 

politics, external factors are inevitable to foresee and cannot be attributed to speculations 
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on the market in micro-level. In contrast to that, sharp market movements resulting from 

speculations in micro-level can be categorized as endogenous financial bubbles. A model will 

be investigated for explaining endogenous market movements but not exogenous market 

movements due to external factors in the following chapters. 

2.3 Life Cycle of a Bubble 

From the point of staging distinct phases of speculative bubbles, Rodrigue et al. (2009) 

points out four stages of a bubble, which are present in the figure below. First, in the stealth 

phase, only a small number of investors with more advanced network and in turn more 

information in the market realizes the prospects of a fundamental increase in prices. 

Secondly, in the awareness phase, higher numbers of investors (institutional) know the 

potential and a great inflow of investment poured into the market driving prices to a point 

which might later draw the attention of speculators. Then, in the mania phase, with the help 

of media reports and the hype spread between people, investors’ and speculators’ attention 

is totally drawn towards the asset. In this period the psychological factors step in and rules 

out all the asset valuation principles and market fundamentals quickly. Through herding and 

positive feedback, this unsustainable increase in prices brings about ‘Bull Trap’ in which a 

brief decline in price comes. Even though price tries to return to “normal” values, the 

inevitable end occurs and in turn market crash happens. This is the phase of blow off in 

which bubble bursts and panic selling among investors kicks in. In the end, the price plunges 

and it might return to its normal value set by the usual market and asset pricing dynamics.   

Considering the studies of Rodrigue et al. (2009) and figure 6, it is not difficult to see the 

resemblance between bitcoin price pattern and an endogenous bubble pattern. As it can be 

observed in figure 7 below, just in 2017, the price increased 900%  and bitcoin became the 

best performing asset of the year 2017 (The Guardian, 2018). Later, over the time interval 

from 17 December 2017 to 6 February 2018, the value of bitcoin in dollars depreciated 64% 

(from $19,163 to $6,899). From 2014 to 2018, there has been high volatility as much as 

$3876 on daily closing prices basis. Keynes (1930) mentioned that high-risk level in an asset 

is one of the first indicators that there might be a speculative financial bubble in the market.   
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Figure 7, Daily closing prices of bitcoin from 15.04.2015 to 8.05.2018 
Source: own figure 
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2.4 Determining a Model for Bitcoin Price Analysis 

2.4.1 Free Cash Flows and Net Present Value Theory 

When it comes to asset valuation basics, NPV (Net Present Value) Theory is one of the most 

fundamental ones. Its applications are being used in various markets. Prices of Stocks, 

bonds, options (call and put options) are also determined by this theory. Cash flows, initial 

investment, and the discount rate in the market are instrumental in affecting the prices. 

According to NPV Theory, the Net present value of an asset is determined by the equation,  

 

where, 

-C0 = Initial Investment 

 C = Cash Flows 

 r = Discount rate 

 T = Time 

Here in the implementation of the equation on stock valuation, the initial investment can be 

the brokerage costs to find the suitable stock for the customer, cash flows are the future 

dividends the stock pays, and the discount rate is usually determined by stable market 

volatility figures and investor risk preference. Then, plugging in these values, the price of the 

stock is determined (Berk, DeMarzo & Stangeland, 2015). 

As it is seen here, the changing values of the discount factor, future cash flows, and initial 

investment in time are the driving variables of stock prices.  These variables might change 

depending on factors such as investor expectations, market risk, and investor utility function. 

Under the presence of these variables, it is possible to implement this model on any asset 

(Baker, 2000). 

What present value theory suggest about asset valuation basics is that the sum of 

discounted values of all future cash flows and initial investments equal the current price of 
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an asset. Eventually, to adjust and justify this theory for asset bubbles, there are two 

possible cases; “either (1) the expectations of the cash flows, or (2) the rate to discount 

these cash flow expectations is not rational, given a ‘reasonable’ range these variables could 

realize at the time the expectations are made.” (Siegel, 2003). Yet, this adjustment, in order 

for bubbles to have been fit in the theory of asset valuation, is in need of further analysis 

with the word ‘reasonable’. Gerald Sirkin (1975), in his paper, pointed out even if the 

variables determining expected cash flows and discount rates are ‘reasonable’, 

“reasonability” is not always sufficient condition to make them rational. He argued his point 

with Great Depression example; given the rate of earnings growth which led to the 1929 

crash, the price-to-earnings ratio was not ‘unreasonable’ (Sirkin, 1975). In this case, using 

such variables for analyzing bubbles is seen to be wrong. One can doubt the reliability of this 

theory and it leads us to think about another definition for bubbles which reckons without 

such variables.  

Considering the nature of Bitcoin market, there are no cash flows like dividends. It is not 

easy to calculate a discount factor since the market is so volatile and unpredictable. In turn, 

there are no market fundamentals. In this case, a formation of speculative bubbles in the 

bitcoin market might be attempted to be modeled relying on price dynamics and timing. 

Hence, JLS Model or with more general name LPPL model by its nature might be a sensible 

candidate for modeling the financial bubble patterns in bitcoin market.    

2.4.2 LPPL Model 

The log-periodic power law (LPPL) is a model for asset pricing during endogenous bubbles. 

LPPL models rely on statistics and physical principles and they have initially been developed 

to explain systems reaching their critical points in various fields such as seismology and 

magnetism. The input of this model is just closing price time series data. An LPPL model was 

first employed and adapted by Didier Sornette and his co-workers for asset prices for 

endogenous financial bubbles in the economics field. Thanks to Sornette’s contributions, it is 

also known as Johansen-Ledoit-Sornette or JLS model which mainly focuses on financial 

bubbles and subsequent crashes. Sornette’s first adoption of this model was for 1987 

market crash and he observed critical points (times) in stock prices leading to dramatic 

declines in the value of the assets over time (Sornette, 2004). Then, with the LPPL model, he 
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attempted to predict the critical time in the future with the hope of spotting timing for the 

financial bubble’s crash. There have been various studies by many economists who have 

employed this model to inspect financial asset bubbles. Then, the most convenient solutions 

can point out whether a bubble is in progress, if so, the critical time of bubble (Sornette & 

Cauwels, 2014). 

If the on-going development in asset prices exhibits characteristics of a bubble, asset prices 

can be fit to the LPPL model. However, LPPL model does not yield results regarding how 

deep the drop in prices could be in the subsequent crash. LPPL only predicts the timing of 

the big crash which is called critical time. Simply put, according to Sornette (2004), the LPPL 

model, by its nature, have two key characteristics: 

 The pattern of super-exponential growth which, as time proceeds, leads to critical time 

(tc) at which the price of an asset will burst (power-law) 

  Oscillation’s frequency gradually becomes higher as tc is being approached (log-

periodicity) 

In the most general representation, a variable of interest (for our case price) evolves in time 

according to the equation (1) 

ln[p(t)] ~ A + B0 (tC – t)β {1 + C cos[ω ln(tC – t) + ϕ ] } 

where: 

ln[p(t)] – natural logarithm of the price at time t  

A – a constant equal to the logarithm of the price at the critical time, (ie. ln[P(tc)]  > 0 ) 

tc – the most probable crash time in the future, the critical point 

β – the rate making the price grow exponentially with the constraint of 0 < β < 1 

B0 – the scale of power law where B0 < 0  

ω – the frequency of oscillations with the constraint 

C – the magnitude of oscillations around price growth, with constraint -1 < C < 1 
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ϕ – fixed phase constant parameter for oscillations with constraint 0 < ϕ < 2π 

Equation (1) is called the Log Periodic Power Law (LPPL) and formulates the exponential 

growth of asset prices which eventually leads to a crash, a massive drop in prices in a short 

period of time. B0(tc-t)β is the power law component of the equation which represents 

positive feedback mechanism. The β in the formula spells the strength of positive feedback 

mechanism and the amplitude of the oscillations. In other words, it indicates the 

acceleration of the log price and paves way for "super-exponential growth" (faster than 

exponential growth). This level of growth signs unsustainability. Increasing frequency in 

oscillatory behavior (or accelerating oscillations) of log-prices signs the beginning of a system 

failure, and results from increasingly faster and more pronounced swings in investor 

sentiment. As it is seen in figure 12 above, the deep fluctuations (acceleration) in price has 

started as of 15.04.2017. The phase constant ϕ makes sure the oscillations are neither too 

slow nor too fast (Liberatore, 2011). When it comes to ω, according to Johansen’ empirical 

findings (2010), for speculative asset bubbles ω has been observed to take values between 

4.8 and 7.9.  In figure 8 below, log-price of bitcoin’s pattern over time can be found with 

some significant rises (followed by sharp declines) marked as of 15.04.2017 (as of day 720). 

 

Figure 8, the Natural logarithm of price with some critical depreciations marked from August 15, 2014, to April 8, 2018 
Source: own figure 
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Date of 

Peak 
Time 
(Day) 

Peak Price 
($) 

Number of 
days Prices 
declining 

from Peak 
to Bottom 

Bottom Price 
($) 

Depth of 
Depreciation 

Depreciation 1 11.06.2017 782 2952 35 1936 34.40% 

Depreciation 2 1.09.2017 864 4876.3 13 3303.01 32.20% 
Depreciation 3 4.11.2017 928 7413 9 5883 20.60% 
Depreciation 4 8.12.2017 964 16540 3 14315 13.45% 

Depreciation 5 17.12.2017 970 19163 50 6899 64.00% 

 

The key issue with LPPL is how to fit it to price time series. According to Sornette (2000) a 

method which picks approximate values of (β, ω, ϕ) as non-linear out of 7 parameters (A, tc, 

β, B0, ω, C, ϕ) in the equation (1). By doing so, equation (1) can be transformed and 

simplified to the equation (2) 

yi = A + B fi + C gi 

Where 

yi = ln [ p(ti) ]                                 fi = (tc – ti) β                             gi = (tc – ti) β cos(ω ln( tc – ti ) + ϕ) 

The linear parameters A, B, and C are obtained with OLS regression (ordinary least squares), 

this part is simple. Minimizing sum of the squared residuals is the essence. The basic OLS’s 

working mechanism is as follows:  

                                yi = α + β * xi                                ŷi = a + b * xi + εi                

Where the difference is minimized. 

By doing so, 4 unknown parameters tc , β, ω, ϕ are still left to be calculated using an 

algorithm. It is not an easy calculation due to 7 unknown parameters (although the general 

restrictions for the parameters are known). A search algorithm together with OLS regression 

is employed to obtain the approximate values of these values. The calculations rely on 

probabilistic modeling and global optimizations under the context of statistics and 

multivariable calculus (Sornette & Cauwels, 2014).  

Table 1. (in reference to figure 8) important dates in bitcoin prices from August 15, 2014, to April 8, 2018  

 Source: own table 
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As it is seen from the model, the bitcoin price dynamics and determination of peak prices 

rely only on some mathematical and physical laws. LPPL model might be yielding convenient 

results for predicting the crash time and price but until that point, its usefulness and validity 

for explaining price movements is limited (Liberatore, 2011). Just as Rodrigue et al. (2009) 

showed different phases of speculative bubbles, explanation of price movements under 

speculations would be oversimplifying the nature of financial asset price evaluation. There 

are various theories about speculations being highly dependent on behavioral finance. 

Employing LPPL model is simply missing these theories. In the absence of consideration of 

behavioral finance theories, the model is lack of the effect of these behavioral finance 

phenomena. In this case, there is a need for another model for having more comprehensive 

knowledge for understanding speculative price fluctuations in bitcoin prices and its drivers.  

2.4.3 Drivers of Bitcoin Prices 

Given the high volatility rates in bitcoin mostly due to speculations, to determine variables 

driving bitcoin prices can be of importance for the investors. Even if the statistical variables 

like closing price time series, transaction volumes, historical returns of bitcoin are present, it 

is a very big challenge to predict future prices since the results were not strongly accurate in 

the past studies (Chu, Nadarajah & Chan, 2015). However, although forecasting the price 

fluctuations is a challenging task, determining some price drivers which influence the prices 

can contribute to this field. The essence is to take the subject from the investor psychology 

perspective. Studies in this field are quite limited and in need of further research. 

Van Vijk (2013) is one of the few researchers who focused on the impact of various financial 

variables on bitcoin prices. The time frame of the data he studied spans from 2010 to 2013.  

In his model (of OLS regression), he has taken various oil indices, euro-dollar exchange rate, 

yen-dollar exchange rate, Dow Jones Index, and  Nikkei 225 as independent variables to see 

their effect on bitcoin prices. In the OLS regression, he found that the only significant 

variable is Dow Jones with over %98 confidence level. Also, an increase in Dow Jones index 

affected Bitcoin prices positively (%1 increase in DJ index increases bitcoin value %1.16). 

Later, Wijk (2013), in his study, talked about the possible substitutes of Dow Jones index 

variable in his model that might depict stock markets influence on Bitcoin prices. In this 
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sense, VIX index rate might be a good candidate to study on since it depicts the volatility 

level in S&P 500 which is another good metric just like Dow Jones. 

Then, Kristoufek (2013) took the concept from an interest-driven perspective. In his paper, 

he showed that both the numbers of Google Trends search queries and Wikipedia views for 

the keyword ‘bitcoin’ for the same time frame of data as Wijk’s studies had a significant 

effect on the change in Bitcoin prices as seen in figure 9 below. Kristoufek argued there 

might be a possible causality between prices and interest-driven variables. However, one of 

the drawbacks in the model he built is that the interdependency between Google Trend 

search queries and Wikipedia daily views since both uses the same web engine. Later, 

Kristoufek (2013) mentioned the relation between Google Trend and Bitcoin prices fueled by 

a speculative ambiance of the cryptocurrency market and this case might lead to an 

endogenous bubble in the market.  

 

 

Considering another factor which might influence the value of Bitcoin, Seys and 

Deceastecker (2015) studied event-driven impacts of news and releases about bitcoin on the 

prices. They have collected 22 events (from regulatory or political news about bitcoin) for 

the period 2015-2016. They drew attention that rumor behavior of investors in this field is 

influencing the prices increasingly. Since they had limited time frame of analysis, they could 

not yield a broad study but pointed out to this subject for further studies. 

Figure 9, weekly bitcoin price time series and daily Wikipedia views time series from 2010 to 2013, 

 Source: Kristoufek (2013) 
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In addition to the past research in this field, this paper will combine 3 different types of 

variables studied in the past; interest-driven, event-driven and a financial variable depicting 

investor confidence for the stock market. It will be instrumental for further studies in this 

field to consider diverse variables altogether. OLS regression will be run by using associated 

independent variables. 
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Chapter 3 ∙ Methodology 

3.1 Data Collection  

In this part, weekly data will be used for the model. The data’s timeframe spans from August 

8, 2014, to May 4, 2018. The data has been obtained for closing prices of bitcoin (in dollars) 

from the online cryptocurrency market Bitstamp since it has been one of the biggest online 

cryptocurrency markets in terms of volume of transactions. Weekly closing prices, weekly 

total public interest, weekly volatility index VIX are taken. The reason why weekly frequency 

was chosen is that it is not possible to obtain the data on daily basis for public interest data 

from Google Trends. Google does not provide daily figures for that. Later, for the sake of 

consistency, to collect all the other data on weekly basis has been decided. So, the initial 

dataset has 198 observations with a weekly frequency. The reason Fridays are chosen for the 

weekly bitcoin closing prices is due to ‘Weekend Effect’ phenomenon. 

Simply put, ‘Weekend Effect’ theory states that in financial markets the returns of assets on 

Mondays tend to be significantly lower than those of the immediately preceding Fridays. 

Frank Cross (1973) studied with the index S&P 500 over the period of 1953 and 1970. Over 

this period, the overall mean return of index was 0.12% for Fridays whereas it was -0.18% for 

those of Mondays. As Cross says, “the probability that such a large difference would occur by 

chance is less than one in a million.” Kenneth French (1980) is another economist who 

studied this phenomenon. He studied the 1953-1970 period on S&P 500 index as well and 

found results in line with that of Cross’s (mean for Mondays -0.168%). In French’s studies, 

the mean returns for all other days are positive with the mean returns increasing as 

approached to the weekend. It was observed that the peaks were on Fridays. Both Cross’s 

and French’s studies suggest an anomaly with Mondays. When it comes to reasons for such 

findings, the inclination of firms to release the bad news after the market close on Fridays is 

one possible explanation. This situation might be depressing the investors and leading to a 

higher inclination to sell the stocks they possess. So, under these circumstances, the day 

before the weekend is the one containing the least investor bias since it is the least affected 

day by ‘Weekend Effect’. 
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Considering the imperfect world in which not always the rational investors are at play, 

investors’ decision-making mechanism is susceptible to external factors, at least 

subconsciously, especially in the risky and highly volatile cryptocurrency market. To 

eliminate this external factor driven by behavioral reasons, working with Fridays might 

minimize this kind of investor bias (French, 1980). To see the effect of ‘Weekend Effect’, 

robustness test will be run with regressing the closing prices of Monday as well. So, by 

comparing the results of Mondays and Fridays, it will be seen how effective the ‘Weekend 

Effect’ is in movements of Bitcoin prices for the given study period of this paper. 

 

In the dataset, the lowest and highest price values of bitcoin for the given period are $210 

and $19,140. The mean is $2,259.86 and the standard deviation (volatility) is $3653.58. As it 

is seen in figure 10 above, there is a substantial volatility as of February 2017 which might be 

driven by increased speculation. In the earlier section, when transaction volumes of bitcoin 

inspected in figure 5, it was also seen that transaction volumes happened to be higher than 

usual for the period from 2014 to 2018.  
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3.2 Variables and Empirical Findings 

3.2.1 Public Interest Variable 

Considering the variable, “public interest”, the data has been obtained from the online 

platform Google Trends. It is a platform that belongs to the parent company Google. In this 

public platform, one could see how popular a keyword has been over any period (weekly 

frequency) on the internet. The parameter varies based on the numbers of “searches” ( 

queries) including the keyword “bitcoin”. Considering the complex nature of crypto-

currencies and blockchain technology; crypto-currencies are not physical, and they are not 

backed by any institution like banks, it is not traditional investment instrument investors 

have been familiar with. The fact that Google search engine has been the most popular and 

common way of getting instant knowledge, one might contemplate investors (especially 

millennials) simply undertake queries in which the keyword “bitcoin” exists (Kristoufek, 

2013). By doing so, it is possible to have basic knowledge about it before engaging in any 

trade. Hence, the associated data in this platform can be used in measuring the “public 

interest” (or “public attention”) to bitcoin or its derivatives. Also, one can argue that public 

interest might increase dramatically at times of steep decreases in price since panicked 

investors would increasingly monitor it with curiosity (or even short sellers of bitcoin).  

 As it is seen from the figure 11 below, the patterns public interest and bitcoin closing prices 

in dollars are highly similar over the period from August 2014 to May 2018 on weekly basis. 

The correlation coefficient between them is 0.895 which points out they are strongly 

correlated with each other. One might ask what if the GoTrend variable is also high at times 

price of bitcoin is decreasing dramatically. Under this case, at times bitcoin price 

depreciating substantially, Bitcoin will get popular and increase in GoTrend value might be 

expected. However, it is not the case for this time period. This case is ruled out through high 

correlation value between GoTrend and Bitcoin prices. It is also confirmed thanks to the 

similar pattern observed in the table below. It is seen that at times GoTrend is high, the price 

of bitcoin is also high and via versa. This case suggests high prices recalls high GoTrend value 

and low prices are associated with low GoTrend values. 
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According to a research handled in January 2018 by online magazine “Money”, top 10 most 

popular topics which include the keyword “bitcoin” investors query using google is as 

follows: 

1. What is Bitcoin? 

2. How do you buy Bitcoin? 

3. Where can you buy Bitcoin? 

4. How to invest in Bitcoin? 

5. How much is Bitcoin worth? 

6. How does Bitcoin work? 

7. What is Bitcoin mining? 

8. How do you mine for Bitcoin? 

9. How many bitcoins are there? 

10. What is Bitcoin cash? 

Looking at the top 10 most asked questions data in Google, one can see that investors have 

very limited knowledge about bitcoin and the market dynamics in the cryptocurrency 

market. The most asked question is “What is Bitcoin”. Monitoring the most queried 

questions shows that investors are at very basics about bitcoin trading and investing. This 

research points out how limited investor knowledge is in this market. 
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An explanation for this relation between Bitcoin prices and public interest variables in figure 

10 may be attempted to be explained by resorting to famous Greater Fool Theory. According 

to this theory, speculative investors are willing to buy over-valued assets regardless of any 

other market fundamentals and rational reasoning. They only count on the contingency that 

somebody else will purchase the asset from them at a higher price regardless (Dreman, 

1993). As the time proceeds, this behavior takes over among many investors only until the 

“greatest fool”, who cannot sell to others, buy the asset. Then, panic selling kicks in and the 

prices dramatically decline (Businessdictionary, 2015). The underlying investor psychology in 

this behavior is that investors usually think their knowledge about the market is higher than 

that of the average investor. Therefore, this mentality leads to the belief that there will for 

sure be another investor, who serves as “greater fool”, with less financial capabilities 

(Dreman, 1993).   

3.2.2 VIX, Volatility of Traditional Markets Variable 

The Chicago Board of Options Exchange (CBOE)’s index of Volatility Index (VIX), so-called 

‘fear index’, is implied volatility metric of S&P 500 Index options. It has been counted as a 

legitimate way of having knowledge about overall market sentiment for a long time by 

economists. According to analysts Muraki, Tori, and Xu (2018) from Deutschebank, there is a 

justifiable correlation between VIX and price of bitcoin too. In the report, they claim that 

retail investors firmly monitor the fluctuations in cryptocurrencies and the high returns in 

the market attract them influencing their risk preferences for stocks, options, and other risky 

securities. On the other side, surprisingly institutional investors also follow this trend; they 

keep investing in risky assets despite of awareness of the existence of endogenous bubbles 

asset prices just like cryptocurrencies. Instead, they forecast retail investors’ behavior for 

cryptocurrencies and investing accordingly Hence, under these circumstances, constantly 

increasing number of institutional investors determine their risk threshold depending on 

volatility levels in cryptocurrency markets. The result of this behavior shows that even 

institutional investors do not rely on market fundamentals and their expertise in financial 

analysis. To be concise, Muraki and his team argue that there is a correlation between 

investors (both retail and institutional) being risk-lover for cryptocurrencies and the low 

volatility levels (VIX) in traditional markets. This is fueled by lower prospects of higher 

returns in traditional markets due to low volatility. In this sense, VIX might be a reliable 
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source in explaining price fluctuations under a speculative environment of bitcoin.  As it is 

seen in figure 12, released in the report, there is a negative correlation between VIX and 

XBTUSD; at times VIX has increasing trend, XBTUSD (price of one bitcoin in terms of 

American dollars) has decreasing trend and via verse over the period from December 1st, 

2017 to January 20th, 2018. 

 

Figure 12, VIX and Bitcoin from December first to January 20th, 2018 
Source: Bloomberg Finance, LP, Deutsche Securities 

To see that, in the dataset, the correlation between VIX and Bitcoin closing prices were 

calculated. In figure 13 below, for the time interval of the initial dataset which is from August 

2014 to May 2018, the correlation happened to be 0.024 which suggests there is no 

correlation between them (Armstrong, 2012).  
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In the paper of Chang and Neuman (2016), several bubbles were investigated from the past 

to look for possible ways to minimize on-going bubbles’ impacts. They did research on 

showing correlations and similar patterns between bubbles. They claim that the lack of solid 

understanding fueled with excitement and hype in these novel assets lead them to lower 

their standards of due diligence. In addition to that, widespread adoption of these assets by 

public, mostly retail investors, might lead to institutional investors over-estimating the 

demand. This has been the case for Dot-Com, Winchester Disk, and Railway Mania bubbles 

throughout the history and they exhibited dramatically similar bubble-burst patterns. Later, 

they added that technologically unprecedented markets might lead to irrationally 

speculative investments and bubbles (Chang, Newman, 2016). Considering the underlying 

novel technology of blockchain, hype for the bitcoin as the future of the medium of 

exchange, and continuous increasing numbers of risk-lover investors, it would be sensible to 

argue there is a possible causality between volatility index and bitcoin prices. 

As mentioned before, the high volatility in bitcoin prices is observed after February 2017. So, 

in figure 14 below, values from 2016 December (2 months prior to the beginning of high 

volatility) is filtrated (zoomed) to see the relationship between two-time series clearer. For 

this period of analysis, the correlation coefficient between two independent variables 

happened to be -0.47 for this period. It suggests a negative correlation as expected and the 
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strength of the correlation is much higher than the initial correlation of 0.024. This period 

will be investigated in another regression model. 

 

3.2.3 Political and Regulatory News Variable 

Lastly, to see the impact of political and regulatory news, the data on many events (political 

or regulatory about cryptocurrencies) that might affect crypto-currency market positively or 

negatively has been collected. News about bitcoin (or related to it) has been operationalized 

to fit into the model. The way it is done is by treating it as a categorical (in the model as a 

dummy, later) variable. The political or regulatory news found in 3 financial news and 

magazines (CNN Money, Bloomberg, and Google Finance preferred) over the timeframe of 

data are categorized as positive and negative dummy variables. If there is a positive event 

which might increase investor confidence and in turn demand for bitcoin (ultimately 

increase in price), dummy variable “1” is assigned. It is because this news triggers general 

optimism towards cryptocurrencies increasing the expectations in the eyes of investors. In 

contrast to that, “-1” dummy variable is assigned for events which might decrease the 

credibility of cryptocurrencies in investors and in turn decrease its worldwide popularity 

drawing prices down. Lastly, if there is no event, 0 is assigned. To give some insights to the 

reader for having some idea about the nature of this paper’s judgment for picking the news, 

some examples may be mentioned. For instance, in the 16 April 2017, the Japanese 
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government has announced that it recognizes the bitcoin and other crypto-currencies as 

legal tender. This has awakened attention all over the world among investors about the 

reliability of the crypto-currency. On the contrary, on 16 January 2016, reports about 

Chinese government banning its citizens to trade in crypto-currency market and usage of 

such platforms on the web. Obviously, considering China’s substantial population and crucial 

influence on the global macroeconomics, this was of negative impact on the reliability of 

cryptocurrencies in the eyes of investors worldwide. 

 

Figure 15, Assigned values for political/regulatory news in favor of (or against) cryptocurrencies from December 2014 to 
April 2018 

Source: own figure 

Regarding the procedure of data collection, as it is seen in figure 14, the political and 

regulatory news weekly data were gathered for all 196 weeks over the scope of this study. 

The figure is sliced into 3 months-intervals for more accurate analysis. 46 weeks for positive 

news (“1”) that might increase investors or speculators expectations for bitcoin, 20 weeks 

for negative news (“-1”) that might decrease investors’ or speculators’ demand for bitcoin 

(and, in turn decline in bitcoin prices), and 130 weeks for non-effective or no news (“0”) for 

has been spotted. One important case here is that if in the same week there exists both 

“positive” and “negative” news for bitcoin, the latest new which is close to Friday is taken. 
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 In the first glance, from August 2014 onwards, it is possible to see that the frequency of 

zeros (no news) is evidently high until May 2016, positive and negative news are sporadic. 

Later, the frequency of lines above the x-axis is significantly increasing as of 2016-10-08 

which coincides with high volatility rates and dramatic increases in bitcoin prices for this 

period of time. Towards the end, the frequency of negative news (-1s) is in an increasing 

trend which coincides with a decline in bitcoin prices.   

3.3 Model and Interpretation of Results 

In the below table 2, it is possible to see that none of the independent variables are 

correlated with each other in a significant level. This shows that there are no inter-

dependencies between regressors and ensures the stability of the model in the first step. 

With non-correlated predictors, multicollinearity is ruled out (Kmenta, 1986). Regarding the 

low correlation values of VIX and dummy variable’s to the closing price of Bitcoin, the 

significance levels of them will be taken into consideration in the regression model.  

Correlation Matrix GoTrend VIX Dummy Variable Closing Price of Bitcoin  

GoTrend 1.0000 -0.0869 0.0044 0.8955 

VIX -0.0869 1.0000 -0.1444 0.0243 

Dummy Variable 0.0044 -0.1444 1.0000 0.1607 

Closing Price of Bitcoin  0.8955 0.0243 0.1607 1.0000 
 

Table 2, Correlation Matrix of variables in the model, 
 Source: own table 

OLS regression is built with the public interest, VIX, and dummy variable (political and 

regulatory news about bitcoin) variables being independent variables. Price of Bitcoin is the 

dependent variable. Under this schema equation can be defined as 

yt = a + b1 xt,1 +  b2 xt,2 +  b3 xt,3 +  ui 

 
where xt,1 is GoTrend parameter variable, xt,2 is VIX index variable, and xt,3 is related 

political and regulatory news dummy variable. Also, ‘a’ is interception coefficient and ui is 

residuals (Kmenta, 1986). 
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As it is seen from the table 3 below, firstly, R Square value is 0.78 which means %78 of 

changes in prices can be explained through independent variables in the regression. VIX and 

GoTrend variables are significant with %95 confidence level whereas News variable happens 

to be insignificant. One unit increase in GoTrend variable leads to 216$ increase in bitcoin 

prices and one unit increase VIX index leads to a relatively lower 78$ increase in bitcoin 

prices. One may ask why the coefficients are so high. It is because GoTrend is a parameter 

ranging from 0 to 120 with increments of 1. This parameter reflects the size of the number 

of searches in Google in scale. VIX index ranges from 9 to 25 on a continuous base. So, given 

the results, GoTrends has the biggest effect on bitcoin prices with %95 confidence levels 

both. When it comes to the negative value of intercept which is the initial price of bitcoin 

when all the other independent variables are 0, it makes nonsense. This case might be 

attributable to the scale difference between predictors. In this case, a logarithmic regression 

might be tapped into (Armstrong, 2012). 

Logarithmic OLS regression might be run by taking bitcoin prices’, GoTrend parameter’s, and 

VIX index’s natural logarithm for soothing the high scale difference. There is no need for 

such conversion for news’ variable since news’ variable is already taken as a dummy variable 

(Armstrong, 2012). The equation is as follows: 

log (yt) = a + b1 log(xt,1) +  b2 log(xt,2) +  b3 xt,3 +  ui 

Before starting to interpret the results of this regression, one might ask if natural logarithm 

of public interest variable and the natural logarithm of prices are in line. The correlation 

between these two yielded 0.94 which proposes at times there is an increase in the natural 

logarithm of prices, the natural logarithm of public interest variable also increases and via 

versa.  

The results of this regression can be seen in table 4 below. As it is seen, its R Square value is 

0.92 which is higher. The initial price of bitcoin labeled as "intercept" is significant and 4.86$. 

The only significant variable is GoTrend parameter variable with the confidence level of %95. 

Also, %1 increase in GoTrend leads to a %1.18 increase in bitcoin prices. 
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One reason why VIX index variable is not significant in this model in table 3 might be 

attributed to the fact that its correlation with bitcoin prices was too low until December 

2016 (as it is shown in detail in the part 3.2.2). So, another regression starting from the date 

December 4th, 2016 to May 4th, 2018 can be run to see if it will have a significant effect. 

However, as it is seen from the table 5, for this period, none of the variables are significant. 

 

Table 3 Regression Results 
 

 
 
 

 

Table 4 Logarithmic Regression Results 
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Table 5 Logarithmic Regression Results 

3.4 Robustness Test 

In this part, a robustness test is run by choosing closing prices of Mondays for bitcoin instead 

of Fridays. When the same regression is run for Monday, it is compared with the results of 

those of Fridays. As it is seen from the table 6 below, GoTrend is again significant with a %95 

confidence level. In this case, one unit of increase in GoTrend variable leads to 301$ increase 

in prices. Unlike table 3’s results, VIX variable is not a significant variable for the case of 

Mondays. 

As it is seen in table 7 below, in logarithmic OLS regression, “Intercept” and GoTrend are 

significant with confidence levels of %95. The initial price of bitcoin is 3.24$ and %1 increase 

in GoTrend leads to a %0.8 increase in prices.  

Considering the second period when VIX correlates with bitcoin prices negatively (as of 

5.12.2016), for this period of data in table 8, none of the variables happened to be significant 

when Monday closing weekly prices were taken.  
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Table 6, Regression for Robustness Test for Mondays 

 

 

Table 7, Logarithmic Regression for Robustness Test for Mondays 
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Table 8, Logarithmic Regression for Robustness Test for Mondays 

 

3.5 Durbin-Watson Test for Testing Autocorrelation 

In the stock market, throughout the history, autoregressive models which capture dynamic 

effects over time-varying process have been used. This comes under the premise “past 

values of the dependent variable have an effect on current values of dependent variable”. If 

the effect of this premise proved, the inclusion of lagged dependent variable in the model is 

needed to capture dynamic effect. One might think if this is also the case for Bitcoin market 

and price movements (Chan & Chu, 2017).  To decide whether to include lagged dependent 

variable in the model, autocorrelation test was undertaken for the general model (table 3). 

One of the ways for confirming the presence or absence of autocorrelation is handled by 

using Durbin-Watson test. In DW-test, if the test statistic is close to 2, the test result 

suggests there is no autocorrelation. If it is close to 0, it suggests a positive autocorrelation 

whereas if it is close 4, it suggests a negative autocorrelation (Armstrong, 2012). In the first 

general model (table 3), the p-value is 0.045 which points out the test is significant. Also, the 

Durbin-Watson test has yielded the test statistic of 2.4 which rules out the existence of 

autocorrelation for bitcoin prices in this study’s dataset. According to the interpretation of 

this value in Durbin-Watson test, the hypothesis H1 which is “the autocorrelation exists” can 

be rejected for the first-order autocorrelation. Then, H0 which is “there is no autocorrelation 

among residuals” cannot be rejected. So, the residuals are not systematic and there is no 
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need for autocorrelation correction in the model. In this case, the model does not include 

the lagged dependent variable (Durbin & Watson, 1971). 

 

Figure 16, the scatter plot of residuals over time for having an idea about autocorrelation 
Source: own figure 

 

In addition to DW-test, the scatter plot of residuals in figure 16 above, over time (time series 

data of residual terms) also suggests no autocorrelation. As it is seen, until the date index of 

160, the values hover around the straight zero line. After the time index 160, there is not a 

systematic pattern; there is either too low or too high scattered values around 0 line, 

confirming randomness (Chan & Chu, 2017). 

3.6 Discussion of Results 

One of the first things to mention is that VIX variable’s correlation to prices happened to be 

0.024 which was not something expected in the sense that it must have been negatively 

correlated to the bitcoin prices. However, it is a value very close to 0. So, this case might be 

ignored, and it is taken as non-correlated to the price (Kmenta, 1986). When it comes to the 

second period of analysis (2016-2018), a higher correlation rate which is -0.47 was obtained. 

This is in line with the initial expectation that VIX and prices are negatively correlated. 

According to the risk/return tradeoff theory, higher VIX values spell with more volatility in 
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traditional markets and the investors do not engage in investments in less mature markets 

like cryptocurrency market (Campbell, 2005). When it comes to the results of three 

regressions for Fridays, the only regression which has yielded significant VIX is the first OLS 

regression (non-logarithmic regression for period 2014-2018). For Mondays, none of the 

regressions yielded significant results for VIX. In this case, “Weekend Effect” might be kicking 

in and deteriorating the consistency in the results. Yet, inconsistent results between 

Mondays and Fridays data might be attributed to the bias due to the small dataset (196 

observations for the 2014-2018 period, and 60 observations for 2016-2018). 

Considering “Weekend Effect”, one derivation might be done through the “intercept” values 

in the regressions. For Fridays, the non-logarithmic regression and logarithmic regression for 

the period 2014-2018 has yielded significance. In table 3, the value of -879$ was not 

sensible. However, when the logarithmic OLS regression was run for ridding the model from 

massive scale difference in between variables, a more sensible value of 4.86, in table 4, was 

obtained. This case suggests the initial price of bitcoin is 4.86$ when all the independent 

variables are not in effect in the model. For Mondays, the logarithmic OLS regression, in 

table 7, yielded 3.24$ of initial price which is lower than 4.86$. This case suggests the 

influence of “Weekend Effect” which proposes Fridays asset prices in speculative markets 

might be higher than Mondays. 

For News’ variable, none of the regression tests yielded significant results. This variable was 

put into the model to capture the possible event-driven impact of news’ released on bitcoin 

prices and volatility on weekly basis. The results are in line with the results of past studies. 

Pryzmont (2016) studied for the period 2014-2016 and he also ruled out the effect of 

bitcoin-related “incidents”. Hence, it is possible to conclude, on weekly basis, there is no 

impact of news on bitcoin prices. One possible explanation for that might be attributed to 

the absence of reliable legislations and regulations supported by the banks and 

governments. In this case, the investors do not consider the news released as serious as it is 

for traditional markets, in the long-run the effect is minimal. However, in the short-run 

(hourly basis), sudden price changes due to fear and panic might be observed (Turpin, 2014).  

GoTrend variable happened to be the most relevant variable in general for almost all the 

analyses. To begin with, its strong correlation of 0.89 with the prices hinted robust 
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expectations in the first place. The logarithmic regressions for Mondays and Fridays give 

sensible results (table 4 and table 7). With the “Weekend Effect”, for Fridays, the impact of 

interest-driven table GoTrend is higher in prices. Kristoufek (2013) also found similar results 

for the period 2013 to 2015. The two periods suggest the same results with some difference. 

In the period of Kristoufek’s (2013) study period, the price movements were explained with 

the investor excitement and hype in bitcoin.  

In summary, the main hypothesis in this paper was checked and different results were 

obtained for all three variables. The “Weekend Effect” theory was harnessed to see have a 

robustness test. By its nature, this study makes a contribution for bitcoin price analyses 

considering “Weekend Effect” and combination of three distinct variables in essence. 
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Chapter 4 ∙ Discussion and Further Research 

One of the interesting results in this paper is that there is an inconsistency in results when 

Mondays’ and Fridays’ closing prices times series are incorporated into the model. This case 

suggests that a more comprehensive study which takes daily closing prices times series into 

the model might yield more accurate results. Since all the other data was weekly, for the 

sake of consistency, this paper worked with weekly bitcoin closing prices.  

Considering the scope of the study, it could have been more informative if the speculative 

price movements in the cryptocurrency market were compared with other speculative 

bubbles throughout the history. Learnings from other bubbles over the past might 

contribute to and enrich the scope of cryptocurrency bubble analysis. Considering the 

bubble theory and underlying dynamics, lifetimes of bubbles and speculations from different 

industries might pose similar patterns. Since there is a limited time for this study, I could not 

afford the time to make such an analysis. Further studies in this respect might engage in 

such analysis.  

One another point is that the relationship between Bitcoin price movements and public-

interest variable might be bidirectional. According to the findings for public interest 

variable’s significance, this paper suggests; 

 Bitcoin prices do increase as it gets more and more popular throughout the internet and 

speculative bubble formation is observed.  

 However, the case might also be the other way around; 

Public interest does increase as bitcoin prices get more and more expensive. In the end, there 

is a vicious cycle in which prices increase public interest, and as public interest increases, 

prices go higher. 

This statement above might open a new research opportunity for the researchers to 

understand speculative price movements and bubble formation in cryptocurrency market. In 

the paper of Kristoufek (2013), for the period of 2010-2013, the bitcoin prices have been 

analyzed and it has been found that there is a strong correlation between bitcoin prices and 

GoTrend variable. Also, it was showed that these two variables are bidirectional and 
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influence each other. Later, it was pointed out that this case results from speculation and 

“trend-chasing behavior”, in which the bitcoin was the financial trend then. 

Lastly, theories about behavioral finance might be studied for better understanding the 

speculative environment of bitcoin prices.  Then, the findings of this paper might be 

harnessed to be explained by considering those theories. Regarding the drivers of 

endogenous models, there are various theories to investigate the price behavior such as 

animal instinct, herding, bounded rationality, moral hazard, due diligence, predatory 

decision making. They might also be considered in the future studies and more far-reaching 

conclusions might be drawn. 
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Chapter 5 ∙ Conclusion 

In this paper, the price dynamics under a speculative environment of bitcoin is studied. As 

there are no government or financials institutions bolstering the bitcoin and its myriads, it is 

of a grave challenge to understand why people demand for bitcoin exchange. Due to the 

recent popularity of bitcoin and the hype, its value exhibits dramatic fluctuations.  

Using the financial data and empirical analyses held in this paper, it was seen that, public 

interest has a high correlation. In all regression tests, it has proven to be a significant 

variable in influencing the price of bitcoin under a speculative environment of the market. 

Only for the case of analysis for the time frame of 2016-2018 for Mondays, it was not a 

significant variable. However, this result’s validity is controversial since the limited numbers 

of data might draw bias. Considering the “Herd Behavior” and “Greater Fool” theories 

together with the hype drawn by the media for bitcoin, speculative price movements and 

bubble creation in the market due to an interest-driven variable is not surprising. 

In none of the regression tests handled for Mondays and Fridays, the event-driven variable 

was significant. This case proposes, on the weekly level, it is not possible to explain 

speculative price movements in bitcoin through event-driven effects released in the news.  

Considering the VIX, it has shown significance when the model is fed with Fridays’ prices 

time series analysis. When the robustness test was held using Monday prices, it has shown 

no significance in any of the regressions. This case might be attributed to the “Weekend 

Effect” for the longer run empirical analyses. However, considering the lifespan of Bitcoin as 

2008 the birthdate and as 2014 the starting date for the speculative environment, it is hard 

to claim “Weekend Effect” is influential due to the small dataset.   
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